PEGylated lipid bilayer coated mesoporous silica nanoparticles co-delivery of paclitaxel and curcumin leads to increased tumor site drug accumulation and reduced tumor burden.
Homogeneous PEGylated lipid bilayer coated highly ordered MSNs (PLMSNs) which were systematically optimized and characterized to co-encapsulate paclitaxel (Tax) and curcumin (Cur) were verified to manifest prolonged and enhanced cytotoxic effect against canine breast cancer cells in our previous study. In this article, we took further study of the pharmacokinetic property, cellular uptake, subcellular localization, in vivo distribution and tumor accumulation ability, and treatment efficacy of the drug delivery system. The results revealed that the delivery system could significantly increase the AUC of two drugs, and the anti-tumor effect showed that both intravenous and intratumoral administration group better controlled the tumor weight than that of other groups (P < .05), and the anti-tumor rates were 58.4% and 58.3% respectively. Cell uptake and localization study showed that PLMSNs could effectively carry drugs into cancer cells with sustained release characteristics. The subcellular localization of PLMSNs was mainly in lysosomes and mitochondria. In vivo fluorescence tracing results showed that PLMSNs could be effectively accumulated in the tumor site. The results revealed that the delivery system could effectively reduce the clinical dosage of drugs and reduce its toxic side effects, effectively carry drugs into cancer cells, and exhibit good targeting characteristics for breast cancer.